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2 Orange washers (circular interior)

4 Orange washers (square interior)

5 Orange caps

2 Orange wheels

1 Orange connector

5 Wooden wheels

8 White plugs

2 Yellow squares

1 Green rectangle

8 Yellow sticks

4 Blue sticks

1 Red sticks

Parts You Will Need:

Part 1: Building Front Car

1.1  Attaching Axles to the Base
 
 Insert yellow stick into one side of the green rectangle at the last hole. Repeate with the   
 other yellow stick on opposite side.
 
 Insert white plug into one side of the green rectangle at the last hole on the other end.  
 Repeat with the other plug on the opposite side. 

1x 2x 2x



1.3  Building the Driver’s Cab

 Insert 4 blue sticks into the top of the green rectangle on the side closest to the white plugs  
 forming a square. 

1.2   Attach  the Wheels

 Attach one wheel to each yellow stick and to each white plug. 

4x 4x



1x 1x

1.4  Attaching the Roof of the Driver’s Cab

 Attach yellow square to the tops of the four blue sticks.  

1.5  Building the Pivoting Hitch

 Insert yellow stick into middle hole opposite of the cab on the green base.  Slide a wheel down  
 the stick and top off the yellow stick with the cap.  

1x 1x



2x

1.6  Headlights

 Insert both white plugs into the front holes of the rectangular base on the cab side.  Attach the  
 circular washers onto the plugs. 

    

4x2x

You have completed the Front Cart!

Part 2: Building the back cart

2.1  Building the passenger compartment frame.
 
 Put cap on one end of yellow stick,  and from the other end slide the square orange washer  
 until it  meets the cap.  Repeat 3 times for a total of 4 sticks. 

4x 4x



4x

2.2  Building the “Sleeping Chinese Man”
 
 Slide a yellow stick through the hole of the orange connector.
 
 

1x 4x

2.3  Inserting Framework and Passenger

 Insert the sleeping man into the center hole of the yellow square.  Place the poles of the   
 frame into the outer four holes on the top of the yellow square.  
 

1x 1x



2x

2.4  Attaching the Wheels and Axles 
 
 Attach 1 white plug into a side hole at one end of the yellow square.  Attach the other white  
 plug into the hole opposite of the first.  Attach the orange wheels to the plugs. 
 

2x 2x

2.5  Inserting Tail lights 
 
 At the side of the yellow square with the wheels, insert the white plugs into the back of the  
 cart for the tail lights. 
 

 

You  have completed the the passenger cart!



1x

Part 3:  Final Assembly 

3.1 Attaching the Carts Together
 
  Insert one end of the red stick into the wheel (pivoting hitch) on the green cart.  Insert   
 other end of the red stick into the left hole of the yellow square opposite the tail lights. 

Enjoy the ride!


